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Cell-specific frequency as a new hallmark to early detection of cancer
Mohsen Jafari et al. Biomed Pharmacother. 2020 Feb.
Early detection is the most important strategy for controlling and
management of cancer, which can significantly increase the survival rate by
detecting disease in the early stages and rapid treating and preventing the
progression of the disease. There are a number of methods to differentiate
the normal and cancerous cells including pH changes, temperature
change, variation in electrical properties and also preliminary evidence on
specific frequency of some cancer cells. The results obtained in cancer
treatment using the amplitude-modulated electromagnetic fields indicate
that each type of cell has a specific response to the emitted frequencies.
Also, the results reveal that the recorded frequencies of prostate and breast
cancers are lower compared to the normal cells associated with these
tissues. There are more evidences for the existence of specific cell
frequencies in the form of the response of each cell to its own specific
frequency and the difference between normal and tumor cell frequency
levels. Based on these evidences, it can be introduced as a hallmark with
the ability to the distinction between normal and tumor cells for cancer
detection.
• Nowhere was there any mention of the initiators of the cancer.
• Nowhere was there any mention of the potential impact of root canal
infected teeth causing cancer.
• Nowhere was there any mention of the 1930s research by Royal
Raymond Rife.
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• Nowhere was there any mention of the 1931 Nobel Prize in Physiology
awarded to Dr. Otto Warburg for discovering the cause of cancer-hypoxia.
• Nowhere was there any mention of dietary contributions to cancer:
adulterated oils.
• In my opinion, medical research represents smoke and mirrors and a
campaign of public disinformation.
New cancer biomarkers deriving from NCI early detection research
Cancer is not a single disease but an accumulation of several events,
genetic and epigenetic, arising in a single cell over a long time interval. A
high priority in the cancer field is to identify these events. This can be
achieved by characterizing cancer-associated genes and their protein
products. Identifying the molecular alterations that distinguish any particular
cancer cell from a normal cell will ultimately help to define the nature and
predict the pathologic behavior of that cancer cell. It will also indicate the
responsiveness to treatment of that particular tumor. Understanding the
profile of molecular changes in any particular cancer will be extremely
useful as it will become possible to correlate the resulting phenotype of that
cancer with molecular events. Achieving these goals and knowledge will
provide an opportunity for discovering new biomarkers for early cancer
detection and developing prevention approaches.
As you can readily observe, the same mechanistic approach is employed.
The so called scientists have no understanding of hypoxia and the
physiologic impact it has on normal cells. Why isn’t any researcher
focusing on Rife’s technology, which proved its effectiveness against
cancer?
Why Royal Raymond Rife’s 1930 cancer frequency cures have been ignored
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The answer is simple. Frequency treatment for cancer will dramatically
reduce Big Pharma’s revenue stream putting a dent into the $450 billion
cancer industry.
Royal Raymond Rife successfully isolated the filterable cancer virus in
1932 and repeated his procedure 104 consecutive times with identical
results! Rife proved that the BX cancer virus had four distinct forms and
that any one of these forms can change into BX cancer within 36 hours
when the medium on which it was growing was altered; he also was able to
replicate this conversion 300 times with identical results. Rife said, “In
reality, it is not the bacteria themselves that produce the disease, but the
altered terrain that causes the microorganisms to become pathological or
virulent to produce the disease. He also believed, if the terrain of the
human body is perfectly balanced or poised, it is susceptible to NO
disease.”
Rife invented a special light microscope with a prism and a unique light
source that enabled him to discover the mortal oscillatory frequency that
could kill bacteria, viruses, mold, fungi, yeast, and cancer cells; his
research uncovered the fact that every organism vibrates at a signature
frequency. He also theorized and proved that subjecting the cancer virus or
any other microorganism to its mortal oscillatory frequency at which it
vibrated, would literally explode the disease-causing organism without
damaging the surrounding tissues. Rife successfully utilized his technology
on isolated viruses and then successfully treated over 400 animals with
tumors.
In 1934, a special medical study was conducted at the University of
Southern California. The research team was headed by Dr. Arthur Kendall,
dean of Northwestern Medical School in Chicago, Dr. Edward C. Rosenow,
head bacteriologist from the Mayo Clinic, Dr. Milbank Johnson, then
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president of the Southern California Medical Association, and five other
prestigious researchers. These highly qualified scientists were given 16
terminally ill cancer patients to be treated with Rife’s Frequency Generator.
After treatment for 130 days, all sixteen cancer patients were cured.
In one year, eleven research centers in the US that were validating Rife’s
technology mysteriously burn down. Following the successful study, it all hit
the fan. Dr. Kendall disappeared and retreated to a 300 acre farm in
Mexico; Dr. E.C. Rosenow stopped using Rife’s equipment and stopped
talking about the technology; Dr. Johnson mysteriously died the night
before he was to give a press conference on the successful cure of the
sixteen terminally ill cancer patients. Six months after his death his body
was exhumed and they found cyanide in his toothpaste.
There are three take-away messages:
• One must correct the terrain in order to cure cancer or any other
“disease.”
• Killing the cancer is only one aspect of the healing equation.
• Do not mess with Big Pharma and the American Mafia Association
Root canals are a common cause of cancer
In the 1950s, Dr. Joseph Isles, a noted German medical expert in cancer
treatment concluded after treating thousands of cancer patients that
conventional and natural approaches to curing cancer will both fail if the
patient has root canal teeth and infected tonsils. These two issues place a
major burden on the immune system by creating a high level of toxicity.
Bill Henderson authored the book Cure Your Cancer. After 25 years as a
cancer-prevention advocate speaking with thousands of cancer patients
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and doctors on and off the air, he says: “Two facts have jumped out at me
from those many phone calls:
The most common cause of all cancers is root canal-filled teeth and
cavitation sites; and\
Until a cancer patient gets rid of the root canal-filled teeth and cavitations,
they don’t get well. You can take those two facts to the bank, folks.”
Dr. Robert Jones looked directly at the relationship between root canals
and breast cancer.
His 5-year study involving over 300 women with breast cancer found that
93 percent of them had root canals. Interestingly, he also found that, in the
majority of the cases, the cancer tumors were located on the same side of
the body as the root canal or other oral pathology.
The actual root canal procedure can be the cause of infection from the getgo. A 1998 study published in the American Academy of Periodontology
concluded that the actual root canal sites and the blood samples of all 26
case subjects contained anaerobic bacteria. So it is a safe bet that from
the minute you get that root canal (no doubt recommended and performed
by your traditional local dentist), a never-ending river of bacteria starts
flowing into your entire bloodstream.
I refer you to the first episode of Cancer Deconstructed in my docuseries
on icnr.com. One cancer case study involved a patient with metastatic lung
cancer. After the surgical removal of the cancer in her right lung, the patient
developed cancer in her left lung six months later. Interestingly, she had a
lower left first molar tooth that had a root canal; she complained to her
dentist that the tooth never felt right but he found no pathology. Energetic
testing diagnosed CMV in the tooth; the CMV was also in the biposy slide
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of the cancerous tissue from the right lung. The patient also had mercury
and a pesticide in the cancerous tissue. Six months after the root canal
tooth was removed and a custom nutritional program established to remove
the mercury and pesticide, the cancer in the left lung disappeared and
documented by CatScan.

Adverse effects of low-frequencies on the human body
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• Cardiovascular disease

Sources for low level noise:
• Environmental noise and wind turbine
• Road vehicles, aircraft, industrial machinery, artillery and mining
explosions, and air movement
machinery including wind turbines,
compressors, and
ventilation or air-conditioning units.
Reversing degenerative diseases

A disease in which the function or structure of the affected tissues
or organs changes for the worse over time. Osteoarthritis,
osteoporosis, and Alzheimer disease are examples.
Degenerative Disease Sequence
• Irritation: heavy metals, chemicals, vaccines, pathogens, etc.
• Inflammation: natural body’s response
• Fibrosis or scaring: hampers circulation
• Dysfunction: organ and tissue becomes disrupted
• Disease: breakdown of the cells
• Death
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The key to reversing the process is to define the source of the
irritation and remove it. Then address the other reactions to
restore normal function:
Examples:
• Inflammation: natural anti-inflammatories- quercetin, curcumin,
glutathione, ginger, vitamin C, bromelain, and papaya. Omega
6/Omega 3 organic oils (rebuild cell membranes)
• Fibrosis or scaring: Zymessence is the best systemic enzyme
to dissolve away the scar tissue.
• Dysfunction: Pure Synergy is an organic and wild crafted
nutrient derived from 60 difference grasses, herbs, and spices.
Helps the organs and tissue repair. Also need an adaptogen:
cordyceps, Ashwagandha, rhodiola, Astragalus, Bacopa ,
Ginseng, Schisandra, Reishi , Maca (“Peruvian ginseng”), Holy
Basil, Eleuthero, Dang Shen, Bilberry, and AMLA-C (Indian
Gooseberry). Ozone.
Must change one’s lifestyle to remove the damaging components.
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